CALL FOR CHRONICLE SUBMISSIONS

With the publication of the first volume of our division first newsletter, you, our fellow division members, now have an idea of the types of articles that will be published in the *Chronicle of Advances in Positive Health and Well-Being*. We hope reading it will stimulate you to consider submitting your own articles on topics of interest that you would like to share with your colleagues because of their interest, timeliness, and usefulness. We plan to accept your submissions on a continuous basis and intend to reduce the turn-around-time for notifying you of their publication status to within one month. To accomplish this, we will be expanding our Editorial Board to include specialty editors for each of the content sections of the newsletter. Requirements for submitting manuscripts are listed in our Division of Health and Well-Being’s bylaws. For now, we must stick to the policies of accepting manuscripts in American English, format structure according to the 6th Edition of the *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association*, and containing no more than 1,000 to 1,200 words of text, not including an article’s Reference Section. Anything else will be returned to the author with a note of non-acceptance until these requirements are met.